NEW HIT DISCS
SILLY GIRL
SHADES OF MOODY BROWN
DRIVE IN ROMANCES
NITTY GRITTY
RICARDO BAY

TAIL PIECES
BY THE ALLEY CAT

WORLD'S LARGEST CIRCULATION OF ANY MUSIC PAPER

NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS
MARY HOPKIN'S AMAZING ADMISSIONS
PAUL TALKS ABOUT LONDON CONCERT
MONKEE DAVY'S FUTURE
Visit Barry Gibb's pad
TREMS • DEE • STATUS • HERD
Scott Walker shows

WELL DONE, TIM

POPOWORD

"SID'S BACK IN TOWN"

STARLIGHT ROOM
BOSTON

TWO GREAT NEW SONGS!!
WHEN YOU ARE GONE
THE SWISS MAID

THE WHO

Lyric Theatre

HENRY UNIVERSITY STUDENTS' UNION

BRING ARTHUR BROWN...

MIDNITE RAVE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31st • 8.45 P.M.
WHO CRAZY WORLD

TWO GREAT NEW SONGS!!

Recorded by JIM REEVES on RCA 1750

It's all happening—Denson style

BIRDSTALKERS
the quiet ones by denson.
The big new fun idea in leisure. In Olive Suede, Sand Suede and Flamed Black.

tempo
Trend right to the modern look. In Black Grain and Antiqued Grain.

jodhpur boots

ZIP BOOTS
A stunning, long way to look great in boots. In Black leather or Black Suede.

denson FASHION SHOES FOR MEN
Write for name of your nearest denson to Denson Furniture, 42-44 Bloomsbury St., London, W.C.1.
Dave Dee Has a Go at the Underground

B: "NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS" by ALAN SMITH

Dave Dee's new single "Dancing in the Street" is already a hit in America, and it's sure to be big here too. Dee himself is looking forward to his first trip to the States, saying: "I'm looking forward to seeing how our music goes over there."

Beat Goes On in Czechoslovakia

British tour company organises trip for Czechs to see the Beatles in concert

Back to Cool

The Gods Debut Single Baby's Rich

EMI Records (The Gramophone Co. Ltd.) E.M.I.
House, 20 Manchester Square, London W1 6EE

Warm Music for Cool Evenings!

Marry Hopkins Frankly Says She Has No Manager, and Never Has Had!

Marry Hopkins and I sat on white leather chairs this week and slipped out silently from the back Apple club, talking about all those nasty headlines like MARY SAYS NO TO CHANCEY, MARY SACKS HER BEATLE BOSS and MARY SACKS HER MANAGER. I thought she might be upset at all the hassle... But she smiled a nice smile and said she thought people would know what the truth was and wouldn't think bad of her. The trouble was, I said, that some people just believed those headlines at face value. And they were now just impressing that Mary Hopkins had no manager.

Don't Realise People Talked

Mary Hopkins: "It's funny how people don't realise how much work goes into this business. It's not as easy as everyone thinks."

By Alan Smith

Not enough songs

Invented

It was a very busy week for the Beatles, with rehearsals for their upcoming tour and the release of their new album. It was also a momentous time for the band, as they were about to make their television debut on The Ed Sullivan Show.

Curt Bonkman, Steve Miller Band, Nanci Wilson, The Isley Brothers, The Cutlookup, Chris Bartley, The Gods and Baby's Rich all performed at EMI's "Back to Cool" event. The event was a huge success, with thousands of fans attending to enjoy the music and relax in cool surroundings.

Royal Navy

Born after 1947?

Now start living! You can have the wide open spaces, adventure, a good trade and a pay packet to match. They're all yours in the Navy. And you've got a job to be proud of. So get yourself the facts. Cut the coupon. You can join on as soon as you leave school.
DAVY JONES speaks out about the MONKEES AND HIS OWN FUTURE PLANS

"I'm not sure what future plans I have. I'm still trying to figure out what I want to do with my life. I think I'm going to try and get into some sort of business, but I'm not sure what kind. I might try to get into the music business. I'm not sure. I'm just trying to figure it out."

MARY HOPKIN

From YOU to US

Dressing Down Dusty

MECHANICS

DISCS AROUND THE WORLD

ROYAL ALBERT HALL SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5th, at 7:30

THE INCREDIBLE STRING BAND

WHO'S WHERE

NEXT WEEK

THE DOORS

CLASSY Contessa GUITARS
Are you converted to play stereo LP’s?

AMERICA’S NEW
TEEN RAGE!

NOW YOU’VE
HEARD IT!
BUY IT!

THE LOGOMOTIVE
RUDI’S IN LOVE

EUROPE VOTE FOR TOP POP

THE ARCHIES

New singles from
Jim Reeves, Peggy March
and the Spectrum.

And who are the ‘ARCHIES’?

THE OLD ROUTINE’S
GETTING A BIT OF A
DRAG

MANY weird and
wonderful things
happen regularly in
the pop world but I
never thought I’d see
the day when an
armadillo
made it into
the charts.

Keith Allohan

THE TREMS, who put an armadillo into the Top Ten, tell RICHARD GREEN...
BARRY REVEALS BEE GEES PLANS AND TAKES YOU ROUND HIS PENTHOUSE PAD

Special by NICK LOGAN with ALEC BYRNE pictures.

"I'm leaving"

"Can't understand"

Still get knocks

Will get worse

UP the road from a place called Jove's Gate and notched between two hills of the unbuildable, stands, Paul's and the Old Hall — the type of thing that droves into the heart of the soul — this that is a scheduled at the modern. Paul's, famous for its particoloured, is now in an "act of love" for those long-haired four people."

The "act of love" that inspired BARRY's latest album is a thing of the past, for such a thing as this is no more than a memory. The current album is a departure from the previous one, and is a reflection of the current trends in the music world.

Still get knocks, you say? Will get worse? Who knows? The future is uncertain, and only time will tell what will happen. But for now, we can only wait and see.
AFTER BIG SPLIT HERD OUT OF EXILE

YOU may not have seen much of the Herd recently since their self-imposed retreat following a dispute with managers Howard and Blashfield, but I have been more lucky. Firstly there was a summons to the august presence of drummer Andrew Steele’s London flat above the greengrocers next to the railway line. Handily an impression on his door lady wife provides excellent chocolate gateaux, a good cup of tea and a happy disposition. Times they are a-changing since the big split, explained Andrew, lounging languidly in his armchair.

"I seem to have eaten the first year of married life seeing my wife for approximately three hours every evening—once a week," he said, lolling back on a sofa covered with the latest Fleetwood Mac album. "I could get anything worthwhile done by existing," he continued. "Now we are working with a new outfit and we're enjoying ourselves. We are more relaxed and no longer breaking ourselves apart. Peter and Andy have had the time to get themselves and some mental relaxation which is a far more important thing than keeping five pieces of the Herd's sound."

"What seems to bother a lot of people is that we are starting all over again," added Andrew. "Which is the case. We're not the same outfit anymore, and we’ve got our own management again."

And how will things be different from the start of the year? "We’ve got a lot of ideas and plans. We are going to be much more natural and spontaneous than before."

Music man

Keith Altham

BRITISH GROUP OUTCLASS U.S.

Ann Moses in Hollywood

EX-SPOONFUL kept busy

HATCHETTS PLAYGROUND

MUDPUP

THE SWEET

AMERICA CALLING

How far does the Army pay go?

For all the facts send off this coupon:

NAME

ADDRESS

(Any stylized text that cannot be legibly transcribed is excluded from the natural text representation.)
NEW SINGLES reviewed by JOHN WELLS

Jools again proves her talent

JOEY DEIACCIO, BRIAN AUGER and THE TRINITY

A new one for 1969. The band is already a star and their music is well received... Val can't fail with this one

LINDA BALDRY SET FOR THE TOP

LINDA BALDRY

Infectious Who pull out all the stops

HERE IT IS! HIT No 3 FOR BRUCE

Recommended

JIM CAN'T BE BETTERED

Recommended

A NEW ALBUM FROM REPRISE

MALCOLM ROBERTS

MAY I HAVE THE NEXT DREAM WITH YOU?

NEW FROM

Ricardo Ray

SND VISION "NITTY GRRITTY" /$ Mony Mony rose

The Big Three

Mama Cass

RCP 5007

New Budget LP

Great value at only 19/10.

Making his Major Minor debut the sensational voice of MALCOLM ROBERTS

Original Motion Picture Soundtrack Warner Bros. -Seven Arts Inc. Presents

Finlay's Rainbow

The Original Motion Picture Soundtrack FRED ASTAIR, AUDREY CLARK

Linda Husband

LOVE AND OTHER CRIMES

MORE SINGLES ON PAGE 12

NEW FROM

Ricardo Ray

"NITTY GRRITTY"

Mama Cass

RCP 5007

New Budget LP

Great value at only 19/10.

Making his Major Minor debut the sensational voice of MALCOLM ROBERTS

Original Motion Picture Soundtrack Warner Bros. - Seven Arts Inc. Presents

Finlay's Rainbow

The Original Motion Picture Soundtrack FRED ASTAIR, AUDREY CLARK

Linda Husband

LOVE AND OTHER CRIMES

MORE SINGLES ON PAGE 12
with new Atonic tape-by EMITAPE of course

Exciting, crystal clean, fabulous sound... Swing along with the new Emitape Atonic range.

EMITAPE LTD. HAYES MIDDLESEX

NEW WEEK NEXT WEEK

JIM WEBB TALKS ABOUT MONEY, RICHARD HARRIS, TCHAIKOWSKY, CHOPIN LISZT & MASON WILLIAMS

NME Top 30

New Singles Release

Those Who Ride the Night - Mary Hopkin (Apple)
Baby - Gamble (Fontana)
Hey Jude - The Beatles (Apple)
Little Miss Hero - Judy Collins (Columbia)
Who Do You Think I Am? - Genesis (Island)
Do It Again - Steve Winwood (Island)
Rain in Spain - Rolling Stones (ABKCO)
I Love You - Daryl Hall & John Oates (Atlantic)
I'm Not In It For My Health - John Mayall (Polydor)
If I Needed You - Glenn Campbell (ABC)
Somebody Loves Me - Billie Holiday (Verve)
I Cried for You - Bob Dylan (Columbia)

Britain's Top 15 LPs

The Kinks - Sunny afternoon (Decca)
The Rolling Stones - Between the Buttons (Decca)
The Who - The Kids Are Alright (Decca)
The Beatles - Rubber Soul (Parlophone)
The Byrds - Sweet Heart of Mine (A&M)
The Beach Boys - Pet Sounds (Capitol)
The Who - The Who Sell Out (Decca)
The Beatles - Help! (Parlophone)
The Rolling Stones - The Rolling Stones (Decca)
The Who - A Quick One (Decca)

3 YEARS AGO

5 YEARS AGO

10 YEARS AGO

15 YEARS AGO
BEATLES ‘LIVE’ by PAUL
London appearance plan, Sub. LP

London’s CHALK Farm Roundhouse is now the likely venue for a Beatles live TV special or other public performance. Paul McCartney told the NME this week: The Royal Albert Hall — reported to be the front runner — has been ruled out because of booking and other problems.

Paul unshaven, the press with the group at Lax — called double duty? “What’s not being double duty is adding up all the items on the menu,” he said. He’s got the words, the songs, the arrangements... plus a plan to make a new album. They will do it as a six-man group, but this time they will try for a more experimental approach, drawing inspiration from studio recording and other projects. The group is working on a new album, which will be released next year.

STARNAMES ON BBC-TV

The TEMPTATIONS, Dee Dee Warwick, and the new group the EAGLES (including Bernie Taupin, Ralph Thomas, and John Du Prez) are among the stars who will appear on the new BBC TV show “Stars in the Night.”

MAC: BIG U.S. DEAL

Dee Dee Warwick has signed a contract with Aston Records, who have recently也是很棒的, in view of the quality of the material being worked on with the Beatles. Paul McCartney has been an important figure in the Beatle’s development, and his influence is clearly present in the group’s current work. The Beatles are currently working on a new LP, which is expected to be released soon. Mark these dates on your calendar:

SEX TALK ON NEW NICE LP

The NICE’s new release, “Sex Talk,” is being promoted by the band as a departure from their earlier, more commercial sound. The album features a more experimental, avant-garde approach, with songs that explore themes of sexuality and personal freedom. The group’s members have been discussing the album’s themes in interviews, and the album is expected to be released shortly.

TRAFFIC IS A TRIO AGAIN

DAVE MASON has quit Traffic for the second time. He is believed to have told everybody in the group to meet in a room at his house and tell them he would not be continuing with the band. The group is now looking for a new lead singer.

SPOOKY TOOTH RETIRE?

SPOOKY TOOTH are reportedly planning to reform for the first time since their original line-up broke up in 1970. The group’s members have been discussing the possibility of reuniting for a new studio album and possibly a tour. They are currently working on new material, and the album is expected to be released soon.

ARTHUR DAVIS EXITS

ARTHUR DAVIS, lead singer of the moody jazz group, has quit the group to join “The Sound of Music.” He is said to have been one of the main reasons for the group’s recent change in sound, and his departure is expected to have a significant impact on the group’s future direction.

SMOKE ON THIS

The latest album from SMOKE is out now, and it features some of the group’s best-known songs. The album is a departure from their earlier, more experimental sound, and features a more commercial, accessible approach. The group’s members have been discussing the album’s themes in interviews, and the album is expected to be released shortly.